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Queries regarding the use or availability of any of the programs 
in this volume may be made to:-
The Program Librarian, 
Data Prooessing Group, 
National Institute of Oceanography^ 
Wormley, Godalming, Surrey, 
frcm ^ hom a comprehensive list of all current N.I.O.Programs 
is available. 
All the progrsns In this volune have been ooapiled. QHd. 
executed, on an I.B.M. I8OO Conputer having the folloiifing 
c onfigurati on: -
1802 Processor—Controller v/ith 32,768 words of core storage 
3 1810 Disk Drives Model A 
2 2401 Magnetic Tape Drives (30 ICc/s) (7 Track) 
1442 Model 6 Card Read - Punch 
1443 Printer, 240 lines/ninute 
1816 Keyboard-Printer 
Pacit Paper Tape Reader, 1000 Characters/second. 
Facit Paper Tape Punch, I50 Characters/second 
The Operating Syatens were T.S.X. Version 3 or M.P.X. 
Version:3* 
N.I.O.SUBPROGUm -72 ClASS^GAZTON U 
Title Integer version of the Commercial Subroutine GBT to 
convert from A1 foimat to I foimat. 
Name I&ET 
Machine IBM 1800 
Languaf'ie 1800 Assembler 
Operating System T8X 
A funotioii subroutine to convert chaiacters in A1 
fomat to an integer number in I format. 
Obuse IG2T(miY,Ih'ST,IIAST) 
where IRAY is a one dimensional integer array which 
holds the characters to be retrieved. 
IF8T is an integer constant^ variable or expression 
which is the position of the first character to be 
retrieved, 
IIA8T is an integer constant^ variable or eicpression 
which is the position of the last character to be 
retrieved \)hei?e ILA8T:g^I?8T. 
IRAY ' NUM 
Before: 12%.5678 0 
MUM = IG3i]T(lEAY,^,5) 
After: ' ' lEAY MUM 
12%.5678 345 
Note If any characters other than a bJank, niznerals 
or a minus sign are encountered the result will 
be set to zero. The minus sign, if present, should 
appear at the most significant end of the number. 
N.B. The largest number which can be handled is 
32767. Anything greater than this liJill produce 
unpredictable answers. 
nmer Paul Lindsay 
If:f:,0,8UBFRgG^l .:82 Classiflo&tioa U 
Titlo Intoger -vuj.t,loa of the CoiJimai-ciai Subroutine PUT to 
.convert froa 1 forLie-t to A1 foznat, 
Narao IHTT 
Ka online IB2I 1800 
lanf^xtgs 1800 Assembler 
O^rating Syston TRY 
Purpose A subroutine to convert nurnbers in I format to the 
equivalent characters in A1 fonnat. 
g^j^e, GilLL IPUT(IILIY, IFST, IMST, KUM) 
where is a one diuiensional integer arra^ ;' into 
rhich tho resulting characters will be placed. (rig]:it-
justified). 
ZB'SI' is an integer constant^ variable or expression which 
is the position of the.:fLrst orloast significant chaiacter 
to be plaood in the field., 
IIAST is an integer constant^ variable or expression 
'Rhich is the position of the last or most significant 
character to be placed in the field where IFST. 
If .output field too small, all extra characters will over-
-write each other in IP8T.(i.e, most significant, .l.eft-
- justified.), 
inn,I is the integer constant, variable or expression, which 
is to be put in A1 format, Into the ai'ray lEAY. 
o« 
IR/lY NUM 
beforo ..BCDEFG -99 
IPUT(TR;iY,3f6,mi]vl) 
IBAY MJil 
after .iBb-95PG -99 
PrOjgE^ zim^ r Paul IlncLsay. 
N.I.O. SUEPEO&E/^M -91 CI,A88I?IGAIT0N U 
Title 
Name 
naee 
Dperatin 
biaohine 
Use 
Truncated EBCDIC to EBCDIC 
EXPND 
1800 Fortran IV 
em T.8.X. 
I.B.M. 1800 
To convert an integer array of two elements in truncated. EBCDIC 
into an array of five elements in EBCDIC. 
C,\L1 EZPND (IN.IODT) 
Where IN is an array of two elements containing the name to be 
converted IOUT is an array of five elements containing the 
results in A1 format. 
Programmer W. Strudwick. 
OF_OC&AKOGRA?HY 
DAI& PaOG&u8IN& GROUP 
l&B0&,i20RY PkOGRAM DESGRIPCION 
- 1 1 2 
Decoding of a BCD numbo 
N.I.O. PED&EAM 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version. Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
language: 
Programme i/Date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Ccmmon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
^jubroutine BCDB (JKORD,L*E,ISW) 
JWOED is a word containing four BUD digits as shown belov. 
Bit No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 14 15 
Digit 4 Digit 3 Digit 2 Digit 1 
IiiB. is a four ;;ord integer array. 
ISu is put equal to zoro for 4221 BCD code or one for 8421 BCD code. 
On execution of the instruction C.II1L BCDB(f.'/OHD,l;'J(.,IBW) digits ono to four of 
JtfOliD will be decoded and put in elements 1AE^1) to I.Ui(4) respectively. 
The operation is carried out using Assemblor subroutine BCDA which assumes the 
number is 84^ 11 BCD code. If ISW had boon put oqual to zero the u421 value is 
converted to a 4221 value. The 4221 codo assumed is given bolow:-
U 
BCDB 
20 
Subroutine 
T.S.X. 
Fortran 
M. Fasham 
E. Page 
Converts four BCD digits to four Integer values 
BCD.1 
fumber 2 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 1 
4 0 1 1 0 
5 0 1 1 1 
6 1 1 0 0 
7 1 1 0 1 
8 1 1 1 0 
9 1 1 1 1 
n.I.O. n -113 CLASSIFIGAflGK U 
Title BCDIG to card-code conversion table 
Nsiae DIC50 
llachino IBM IGOO 
Lancuaxe I8OO Asseabler 
0?orj.tinR 2.8*X. or H.P.X. 
UoG Tho tcble consists of 128 charcioters - 64- vfords v;itl% tivo 
eight-bit ch.aracters per word. 'Xlio left hand charactors are 
•'die 8-bit card code WUL character. 
The riglit-hcjid ohoraoters are 6-bit CE.rd oodo corroBponding 
to the BCDIC character which is the relative address ia, the 
table. 
3ee the deooription of ZlfCO for oxplr^iation of 8-bit card, code, 
.'hen used udth ZIFCO, the output characters are unpoclced to 12-bi' 
card oode. 
To obtain the address of the first word of the table use 
G/iM, DICIIO 
The table is r.aialy for use vvith ZIPCO, and operates in a 
conpleneatary way to IIOIDI. 
rropcra-ir^ er David Broim. 
NATIOkAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA, iEOGEBSIMG GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESGRIPriOM 
N.I.O. PROGRAM: 
Program 
CFor lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Namo: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
T.r language: 
Programme g/Date: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description: 
-119 
BCD to EBCDIC Conversion Table 
.P. 
U 
BCDA1 
20 
Subroutine 
or H 
.Assembler 
J. Crease 
E. Page 
To provide a direct look up conversion table :for use 
by program LZlPU, 2%IPP, 22IUP and 22IUU, to convert 
array of packed input codes into an array of output 
codes. The conversion is from 7 track tape BCD to 
&BGDIC. 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 2ZIPU, Z2,IPP, LZIUP and ZZIUU 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The §/R consists entirely of a table of 64 B^C.'s. The input code is used as an 
address relative to the Head of the table to extract th^ output EBCDIC code 
named in the D.C. (e.g. tape BCD code/ J0011 / oxtracts / 6I40 ). The right 
half of the BBCDIC code is always ^0 ( blank) as the output is unpacked. 
Note: 
Codes in the input list greater than will give an unprodictable output. 
These codes should not occur.of course. 
N.I.O. SUBPROGRAM No. -120. -121. -122, -123 CLASSIFICATION U 
Name 
Machine 
stem 
K beiecBXon 
Z%IPU, ZZinP, ZZIUU, 22IFP 
To Provide fast conversion from one code to another with or 
without reversal of the output array. The input and output 
arrays may bo in packed or unpacked format. 
IBM 1800 
Assembler 
The following table gives the appropriate S/R to use for a given 
conversion. 
Packed Unpacked 
Packed ZZIPP ZZIUP 
Unpacked ZZIPU 1 ZZIUU 
1 -
Call 
R.estriction8 
Notes 
The fortran CALL is similar for each pf the S/R's and is 
illustrated here by a call to ZZIPU 
CALL ZZIPU(IN,L0UT,N,ABCD)' 
1. IN is the low core address of the input array, (in Fortran 
because the arrays are in reverse order IN would be 
equivalenced to the last word of the Fortran Input Array). 
2. LOUT is equivalenced to the high core end of the output array 
if it is to be in reverse order to the input otherwise it 
should be at the low core end. 
3. N is the word count of the input array. It should be negative 
if array is to be reversed, 
4. ABCD is the name of an Assembler S/R containing a conversion table 
and should be declared in an EXTERNAL statement in the calling 
program (see Program BCDA1 as an example of its structure). 
One word integers are assumed. 
1. ZZIPU output array has twice as many variables as input 
ZZIUP " " " half " " " '' '' 
2. Effort has been ccocentrated on ways of reducing the inner loop 
execution time as follows:-
a) Counting and addressing is all done with index registers as the 
MDZ L instruction is slow. 
b) By combining conversion, unpacking and reversal aspects, 
intermediate storage of data is avoided. 
c) Although the ABCD table is twice as long (because it isn't packed) 
as the corresponding ZIPCO tables the programs hero aje consider-
ably shorter than ZIPCO and there is little loss in storage space. 
3. ABCD need only be as long as required for the particular conver-
sion. 7-track tape BCD to EBCDIC for example requires only 64 DC 
statements. It works as a direct table look up. The binary value 
of the input data is used as relative address and added to the 
entry point to access a DC statement oontaining the output code 
in unpacked format (e.g. in EBCDIC we have /XY40 where XY is the 
decoded EBCDIC 8 bit character and 40 fiDls the right half with 
a space character). 
K.I.O. -120,-121,-122,-123 
Page 2. 
Undefined conversions can be put either to space or invalid code 
depending on ones need to detect such oodas. 
Tiain* 90 - lOOy^s/character 
J. Creaseo 
NATIONAL IN82irUfG Of OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PkOGGSBINb &UDUP 
LABQRA^OEY PROGRAM DE8GEJPTI0N 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 
Title: 
(?or Lib. list) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Tj^e of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmeg/Date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
-124-
EBCDIC to BCDIC conversion table 
U 
.A1BCD 
20 
Subroutine 
T.8.A. cwM.P.l. 
Assembler 
M. Olliff 
E. Page 
To provide a direct look up conversion table for use 
by programs L21PP, 2%IPU, 2%IUP and %21UU, to convert 
from 7-track tape EBCDIC to BCD. 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 22IPP, 22IPU, 22IUP and 22IUU 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 2^6 D.C.'s* The input code is used as an address relative 
to the head of the table to extract the output BCD code named in the D.C. (e.g. tape 
EBCDIC code//00C2 extracts The right half of the BCD is blank as the output 
is uapacked. 
NATIONAL IHSTITUIB OP OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PkOCB88IN& GROUP 
lABOEATORY EROERAM DESCklPTION 
N.I.O. PROSR&k 
Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classificatioa Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
-132 
EBCDIC to I&O conversion table. 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmed/Date: 
Description: 
A1IS0 
20 
Subroutine 
T.B.I, or M.P.X. 
j&ssembler 
M. Olliff 
To provide a direct look up conversion table for use 
by subprograms 2%1PP, Z2IPU, 22IUP and 22IUU, to 
convert from EBCDIC to 8 track ISO paper tape code 
with even parity. 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: %%IPP, 2&IPU, %2IUP and kklUU 
Programs Called: 
liles Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 2^6 Data Constants. The input code is used as an 
address relative to the head of the table to extract the output ISO code value 
from the data constant, (e.g. hBCDIC code //00Ck extracts The right half 
of the word is blank as the output is unpacked. .Any packing required is done by 
the 2ZIPP or 22IUP routines. 
Note: 
As the parity bit is set in the Data Constants, this table is not suitable 
for use when converting to IBM ASCII paper tape code, as the latter has odd parity. 
mriomi, INSrirUIE OF 0(3LAi;UGkAPHY 
DA].'A PkOCE5&]]]& uEOUP 
lABOIcATOEY PllOGIUjl ICkCEIPd'IOM 
N.I.O. PROGEAI/i: 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programme i/Date: 
Progiam Passed By: 
Description: 
luO to j^ jBCDlC convorcion table 
U 
1S0A1 
20 
Subroutine 
T.S.X. or M.P.Jk. 
Assembler 
M. Olliff 
E. Page 
To provide a direct look up oonvorsion table for 
use by subprograms 22,1PP, 22IPU, ZLIDP, and ZLIUU, 
to convert from 8 track paper tape to ISO or IBIkl 
ASCII code to EBCDIC. 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 2%IPP, ZiLIPU, k,2IUP, 2%IUU 
Progiams Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 12u Data Constants. The input code is used as an 
address relative to the head of the table to extract the output EBCDIC code named 
in the data constant (e.g. ISO code / 42 extracts / C24^)« It is assumed that the 
parity bit has been removed frcm the code value by the program which requires the 
conversion. The parity bit is the left most bit for these codes. This enables the 
same table to be used for ISO 8 track paper tape code T/ith even parity and IBM 
ASCII with odd parity. 
Note: 
The paid-ty bit is not removed by the subprograms %2,IPP, ZZIPU^ %2IUP or LZIUU. 
N.I.O. SOBFROG-RAM -151 GI,A8SIFIC;iIim U 
Title 
Name 
Machine 
3-ceni 
Use 
Magnetic Tape Operation 
milOP 
I.B.M. 1800 
1800 FOETEAN IV 
M.P.X. 
To perform all magnetic tape operations without the need to call 
the MAG-T routine and without double buffering of L / 0 « 
The subroutine ia used througli the normal call statement. 
GAIL m}0P(M0DE,J0P,LI8T(K+l),mmR) 
where MODE is set in a DJiTA statement of the foin 
DATA MODE/ZOABC/ 
where A=0 for odd parity tape 
=1 for even parity tape 
B=0 for bytes per word, 800 bpi 
=1 for ^ bytes per word, 200 bpi 
=2 for 3 bytes per word, 556 bpi 
for 2 bytes per word, 800 bpi 
=5 for 2 bytes per word, 200 bpi 
=6 for 2 bytes per word, 556 bpi 
G=0 for first tape drive 
=1 for second tape drive 
JOP is the operation to be performed. 
=1 Read one record with retries 
=2 Read one recoi^ i witliout retries 
=3 urite one record with retries 
=4 Vfrite one record without i-etries 
=5 Rewind 
=6 Rewind and Unload 
=7 Backspace one record 
=8 Write end of file marker 
urase 
ner 
IjI3T(lC+l) contains the record length in words^ where LIST(l) 
to LI8T(K) will be the integer array containing the data to 
be read or written. 
NJZRB. is an error parameter set up by liA&OP and is set as 
follows:-
=0 Ho errors 
=1 idind of file nark read 
=2 i/rong length record specified 
Uncorrectable tape error 
=5 Device logically offline 
=6 Device not ready 
=7 ^ d of tape 
=8 Pile Protect Jlrror 
=9 Request aborted 
'acs MAG-iD 
(fiHiam Strudwick 
NAriONAI, OF 
DMIA PEOCSESia^ G^ RpUP 
lABQRAITQ&Y PROGBAM DSSCEIPTIOM 
NIO EKOG-EAM - 161 
Program Title: 
(for lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Lajiguage: 
Programme!-/ date: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description: 
Free Format Read 
U 
FEEM) 
20 
Subroutine 
M.P.X./T.S.Z. 
1800 Fortran 17 
T. Voss / ^.11.71 
C. Spackman 
To read data in free format and return one 
value per call 
None 
None 
FCOm (which calls NCONV, SEIPD, GET, N20NE) 
None 
Nona 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
A = ERELlD(LIN,LOUT) 
where L M is the input LOT 
LOUT is the output LUN for messages 
k change in LIN only becomes effective when all values on the last record . 
have been interpreted. 
Inputs: Input records may contain any number of 
free format numbers or expressions as laid 
down in DPG/p/32 
Paper Tape V/hen input is from paper tape, re-
cords must be of at least 80 characters, of 
which characters 1-80 will be interpreted. If 
less than 80 characters are present, FKELiD will 
read into the next record. On the ship, where 
there is no // inhibit it could read over the 
// m D 
NIO EROGRAH - 161 
Ampersand & When an ampersand is encount— 
I I 11 I** * ^ ^,1 III I » -»• 
ered, the remainder of the record is ignored, 
thus allowing ocamenta e.g. 
29.3 14.8, 23E17 <& DATA FOR GROUP 1 
Output; ^rror messages from PCONV or NCONV may occur. 
bxao: 144 >.'ord3 
jjiurociuocioii 
"ro-or-Licx- of uri-ors ri":; recu]j of inoon^ot 
fomc/utiiijj i:i Li:c irrmt cL.!,:.. Fixed, format data is very efficient for large 
quantities, produced either by punch operators or machine, but is entirely 
unsuited to control data, where each record may have a different format. 
In the scheme described here input data is allowed without restriction on its 
format. 
Free Format Numbers 
With Free Format Numbers there is no distinction between fixed and floating 
point values, e^g. 
Punched Value Eeeid 
1^. 
2^,2 ) 
2j2E-1 323.2 
.2j222 )' 
% icA 
10-^ 
The end of a number is indicated by any of the following: 
(blank) 
(Conma) 
Dins) 
* 
/ 
& 
Free Format Expressions 
(Ampersand) 
(fith Free Format Expressions any number of Free Fomat Numbers may be 
joined by the five operators to give an expression which will be 
evaluated on being read in: 
-2-
Pimohed. Value Read 
22/7 .^14-3 
2**.5 1.4.142 
An expression is teminated. by a blank, comna new line or ampersand. 
Note ( 1 ) : Expressions are evaluated strictly left to right - no brackets are 
allowed and the normal operator higherarchy does not exist; r^ thus 
2-I/2+3/2 is taken as 2 not 1 
If the angle 28° 14-' 23" were required in degrees, it could be 
written as follows 
23/60+14/60+28 
Note ( 2 ) : As much help as possible is given in interpreting incomplete 
expressions e.g. 
/3 is read as 1 /3 
•'•*2 as 'l=Si|'2 
3 — a s 3-(-.5)=i5'5 
29s—6 as 29-6=23 
If no number follows an operator the ranainder of the record will 
be searched for a continuation, thus 
35f 4 5 
would be read as 35+4- 5 
However, if no fui-ther numbers exist on the card the inccciplete 
expression is ignored and a message printed. 
Note ( 3 ) : Punching errors can often be corrected without repunching. If -3 
were punched with the sign omitted, it vfould be simple to correct 
the fault by subtracting 6 i.e. 3-6=-3 
Method of Use 
Free Fomat Input is implemented with the function subprogram 
FBEAD(lIN,I,OUT) where IIN is the input HJN (logical unit number) and LOUT the 
lUN for any messages. 
DPG/P/3g 
Example: 
A = 
causes the input streca to be scanned, and the next value placed in A. 
Further Reading 
For further details see the vfrite-up.g of 
FB3AD NIO -161 
NC02TV (Conversion of nunbers) NIO -1^8 
FGOifV (Conversion of expressions) NIO 
Core and 
Free Format Input requires Fortran l/O in addition to the special 
cnnversion routines. Core requirenents nay be considerable^ especisJLly if 
the program is other^vise siaple. Execution is slower than for formatted 
input. Where space is no problem or effioient uae of IiOCAlS can be nade^ 
Free Fomat In^ut can be advantagous. 
A. Voss 
Noveaber 1971 
NATIOKA& INSTITUTE Of OGGANOGEAPHY 
DA2A_PE0C&G8ING GROUP 
lABOBATOEY PEOGBAM DESCEIPTIOH 
N.I,0. PROGRAM - I65 
Program Title: 
(for Lib, List) 
COWPIETION CODE TESTS FOR PAPER TAPE 
U 
TPTAP 
20 
Subroutine 
MPX 
Assembler 
M. Olliff / 10.12.71 
E. Page 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmei/ date 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called PAPTN 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method/ 
The ^^Mroutine is p=^3wd the address of the link/busy parameter used in the previous 
call PAPTK. A for device tmsy is made. If the readeg/punch is not buay, the 
completion code (LI8T+6) is tested for device not ready. If the device is ready, the 
subroutine exits. If the device is not ready^ the subroutine loops until it is ready 
and then repeats tba previous call to PAPTN, naits until the call is complete and then 
exits. The subroutine can be used for punching or reading. 
Inputs 
In Fortran CALL TPTAP(LIST(9)) 
In Assembler CALL TPTAP 
DC IIST 
after a call to PAPT'N has been made. Can be used especially when double buffering is 
used 
NAIIONAl INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA E&0CE8SIN& GROUP 
LABOEATORT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -166 
Program Title: 
(For Libo List) 
1442 Completion Code Tests 
Classification Letter: U 
Program Name: TCARD 
Version Number: 20 
Tgfge of Program: Subroutine 
Operating System: MPK Only 
Language: 
Programmer/date; 
Assembler 
M. Olliff / -10.12.71 
Program Passed By: E. Page 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called; CARDN 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is passed the address of the 1st word of the l/O list (link/busy 
parameter) used in the previous call to CARDN. A test for device busy is made. 
If the 1442 is not busy, the completion code (LIST + 6) is tested for device not 
readyo If the 144-2 is ready the subroutine loops until it is ready and then repeats 
the previous call to CARDN, waits until the call is complete and then eoits. 
Program —1 66, Pg. 2 
In Fortran 
CAUL TCARD (LIST(9)) 
In Assembler 
GAM, TCABD 
DC B3T 
after a call to GAEDN has been made. Can be used especially when double buffeidjig 
is useda 
EAIIONAl INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
IW2AFEDGE88IN& GBDUP 
LABOEATOET PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N,I.O. PROGRAM -167 
Program Title; 
(For Liba List) 
Classification letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program; 
Operating System: 
language: 
Programm er/'liat e; 
Program Passed By; 
Description; 
System Prerequisites; 
Inskel Common Variables; 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Galled; 
Piles Called: 
1443 Completion Code Tests 
U 
TPRm 
20 
Subroutine 
M.P.Z. Only 
1800 Assembler 
If. Olliff / 10.12.71 
E. Page 
FRNTN 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is passed the address of the 1st word of the l/O list (link/busy 
parameter) used in the previous call to FRNTN, A test for device busy is made® 
If the 1443 is not busy, the completion code (LIST + 6) is tested for device not 
ready, if the 1443 is ready, the subroutine is exited. If the 1443 is not ready, 
the subroutine loops until it is ready and then repeats the previous call to PENTN 
waits until the call is complete, and then exits. 
Program '-16? Pg. 2 
Inputs: In Fortran 
GAUL TPRIN(]jIST(9)) 
In Assembler 
CALL TERIN 
DC LIST 
after a call to EBNTN has been nade, can be used 
especially when double buffering is used. 
This subroutine is reoonnended for all progrons using the linepriDter for data 
output to increase run tine. 
NAIIQNAl INSTITUTE OF OCEArTOGRAPHY 
DATA PEOCESSmG- GROUP 
lABORATORY HlOGRMa DESCEIFTION 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Progr^ Ikao: 
Version Munber: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating Systen: 
Language: 
Progrannei/dat e: 
Progran Passed By: 
Description; 
Systen Prerequisites: 
Inskel Connon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Prograns Called: 
Files CalJ.ed: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is called at the beginning of a Fortran progran by C;1LL PBUFA, 
This causes the lineprinter to be double buffered during progran execution i.e. 
a line is printed while the progran continues to execute. This causes the progran 
to n m faster. The optinun is to have about 1/)^. second C.P.U, tine between Forti^ an 
IVRITE statements. At the end of the progran before the CALL EXIT sta-^enent, 
a statenent CALL PBUFX nust be executed to clear the print buffer. 
To double Buffer the 1443 line printer. 
U 
PBUFA, PBUF% 
20 
Subroutine 
MPX Only 
1800 Assembler 
D. Broim/11.1,72 (fron Westminster Hospital) 
E. page 
PRNTN 
This subroutine is recannended. for all programs using oard data input, to increase 
throughput and shorten running tine. 
NATIONAIj IN8IITUT2 OP OCSAIiOGEAHIY 
DATA FR0CE88IN& GROUP 
lABORATORY EROGRAM DESCRIEETCN 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -1A 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Nane: 
Version Nunber; 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmeiy^date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables; 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
To double Buffer the 1442 card reader, 
U 
CBUFA, CBUEX 
20 
Subroutine 
HEX Only 
1800 Assembler 
D. Brown/11.1.72 (frod Westminster Hospital) 
E. Page 
CARDN 
The subroutine is called at the beginning of a Foitran program by CALL CBUFA. 
This oauses the cai^ i reader to be double buffered during the program execution 
i.e. a card is read in, and while its data is being computed the next card is 
read in. This causes the pi-ogram to run faster. The optimum is to have ^ second 
C.P.U. time betiTeen Fortran READ statements. T M s will halve the run time. At the 
end of the program before the CALL EXIT statement^ a statement CALL CBUFX must 
be executed to clear the card buffer. A blank card must be added to the back of 
the data cards. 
N^ICefAI, mSTITDT2 GF OCSAMO§aAPHY 
DATA mOC28SlN& G-HOUP 
LABORiWOEY EROGE^ DESCEIRTION 
N.I.O. Progran -195 
Frogroa Title: 
(For lib, Mat) 
Claaoification Letter: 
Progfsa None: 
Version Nijnbor: 
Type of rro;/r=::: 
Operating Systoc: 
Language: 
Prograrmeiy^dat e: 
Program Passed. By: 
PITC/8 to ASCII conversion routine 
U 
±TA8G 
20 
Subroutine 
IHPX 
1800 Assembler 
M. Olliff 11.5.72 
E. Page 
To convert frcm FTTG/8 code to ISO ASCII code Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Gomnon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: TPTAE 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The characters to be converted are packed two per word. The subroutine obtains 
the no. of chars, to be converted by multiplying by trfo the word count found at 
the beginning of the array containing the characters. Individual characters are 
isolated; and the value of each character is used to pick up the appropriate entiy 
in the conversion table TFTAK. Upper case characters have /8(Zf added to then to 
access the last half of the table. If a PTTC/8 case character itself is found, 
a delete is output in its place, and all the characters following it are set 
according to that case, until another case char, is found. The case is oi-igiiially 
assumed to be lower, but the current case is retained on subsequent calls to the 
subroutine, unless the subroutine is reloaded between calls. 
CALLING SEQUENCE C^ JjL PIASC 
DC. AEEA1 
AREA1 DC WORD COUNT 
BSS " " 
where AREA1 + 1 etc. contain the characters to be converted 
or in Fortran 
CAU, PTAgC(AEEA(N)) ARE/L(N)=€T-1 
and JiEEA (5!-l) to AE(EIA(l) contain the characters'. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEMOGRARIY 
DATA mOCESSPTG G-ROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. Program -1$6 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
PTTC/S to ASCII, FTTC/8 to KDF9 table 
U 
TPTAK 
20 
Subroutine 
MEX 
1800 Assembler 
K. Olliff 11.5.72 
E. Page 
Direct look up conversion table 
Classification Letter: 
Program Nacie: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program; 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programm eiydat e: 
Program Passed By: 
Deaqription: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 2^6 Data Constants. The input code (PTTC/8) 
is used as an address relative to the head of the table to obtain the ISO ASCII 
or KDF9 code value named in the data oonstants. The RTTC/B oode is assumed 
to have had added to its value if it is an upper case character. 
For example: 
PTTC/8 '8' is an upper case char., value /^2, so it becomes /B2. The value in 
the table at /B2 is /5363« The left hand value represents ISO ASCII code, 
and the right hand value KDF9 Code for 'S'. The KDP9 shift characters in the 
table have had added to them. 
For an example of calling the table see the coding for NIO Subprogram PTjiSC. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PROCESSING GROUP 
LABOEATOEY PSOGEAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. Ptogran -197 
Ptogran Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
PTogran Nane: 
Version Nunber: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Prograomei/date: 
Pi-ogran Passed. By: 
Description: 
Systeci Prerequisites: 
Inskel Coonon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Prograns Called: 
Files Called; 
Operation anC Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 256 data constants. The input code, EBCDIC is used as 
an address relative to the head of the table to obtain the PTTC/8 code value naned 
in the data constants. If the PTTC/8 code is an upper case character, it will have 
had /80 added to its value. 
For an exanple of calling a look-up table see the coding for PT^ ISC (N.I.O. -195)» 
EBCDIC to PTTC/8 table 
U 
A1FTC 
20 
Subroutine 
MFX 
Assenbler 
M. Olliff :5.7.72 
W. Strudwick 
Look-up table for conversion fron EBCDIC to PTTC/8 
NATICMAL INSTITUTE OP OCEMOG-IIAPHY 
DATA mOCESSIN& GROUP 
L/GOBATOEY HtOG-BAM DE8CEIFTI(3f 
N.I.O. Program -203 
Progran Title; 
(For Lib, List) 
Cl-assification Letter: 
Progran Nane: 
Version Number: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Progranmer/ date: 
Progran Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine is a table of 256 data constants. The input code (PTTC/8) is used as 
an address relative to the head of the table to obtain the EBCDIC equivalent. 
The PTTC/8 code is assuned to have had /80 added to its value if it is an upper 
case character. 
For an example of calling a look-up table see the ooding for PTASC (N.I.O. -195)» 
PTTC/8 to EBCDIC table 
U 
PTCA1 
20 
Subroutine 
MPX 
Assembler 
M. Olliff 3.7.72 
Strudwiok 
Lookup table for conversion to EBCDIC from FTTC/8 
KATIONAL INSTIfUTE OF OGL^NOGRAPHY 
DA2A EROGgS&IN& GROOP 
lABOEATO&Y EROGRaM DB&CRIPTIQN 
N.I.O. PEOGkAm 
Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmei/Dat e: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description: 
106 
11^0/1800 objoct card to PT8 tape conversion 
U 
CDPI'S 
20 
Mainline 
T.S.X. 
Assembler 
B. Spatz 
E. Pago 
The program roads card object docks and punches 
them on paper tape in TBXPT PT6 format. 
C^EDN, PAPTN 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Callod: 
Files Callod: 
Operation and Method: 
CDPT8 reads 11^0/1800 card object decks and punches thorn on paper tape in TSXPT PTS 
format. Those tapes can bo read by TSXPT, 11^0 disk Monitor 1 and 2, 113Q/1800 
card/P.T. system and by C.E. diagnostic loaders. 
insure paper tapo punch is ready and run out blank tape. Thon punch the following 
cards:- //%#JOB 
//#}aQ#CDPT8 
"CCEND 
followed immediately by tho card objoct dock, followed by a terminator card %ith all. 
rows punched in column 80. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP OGEANOGEAPKY 
DAT^ PEOGgBSING_GkOnP 
LaBO^ACO&Y PBDELAM DuBCElPYlON 
M.I.O. PROGRAM 
Program Zitle: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classifioation Lottor: 
Program Namo: 
Version Numhor: 
Type of Program: 
Operating 8ystom: 
Language: 
Programmoi/Date: 
Program Passod. By: 
Doscription: 
Gonvorsion of CDS object card deck to an iPL mode 
tape 
U 
PUMPT 
20 
Mainline 
r.B.x. 
Assembler 
B. upatz 
E. Pago 
The program reads object cards and punches out an 
ZPL mode tape. 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskol Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: Cu:jmN, EEPBT, TYPEM, PJ^P^' 
Programs Called: 
Filos Called: 
Operation and Method: 
To ezecute the program punch the following cards: 
//%JOB 
//dXGQ^PimP'f 
»CCLND 
Place object dock of cards immediatoly aftor tho '-"CCI#D. The program will road tho 
cards and punch out an IPL mode tape. When the end of program card is detected 
( word 3 equal tp ) a column 5 punch is made on tho IPL tape and the program 
exits. 
Error Massages: The error message 
OBJECT m C K MUlOE N 
can occur whero M has tho following muanings:-
1. Illegal typo code. 
2. Illegal typo code. 
3. CDS program contains an unresolved LIBF or CALL. 
4. Tho CDS cards are not in correct sequonco. 
5. The first word of the program is not at core location zero. 
Tho program to bo convortod must 
1. Contain no unrosolvod LIBF's or CALL'S. 
2. Be relocatable or bo originod to core location zero. 
Tho entiy point/starting address must bo tho first word of tho 
progiam. 
kostrictions: 
INSTIWCE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA EROCESSIN& GROUP 
MBORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOIf 
N.I.O. PROG-RAM 247 
Program Title; 
(For Iib« List) 
Classification Letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programer/date; 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
Fortran tape to BCD tape conversion 
8 
FORBD 
Utility non-process program 
MEK 
Fortran IF 
M. OUlff / 7.12.71 
Conversion of a magnetic tape dn fomatted fortran 
to BCD 
MAG0P(-151), NEXTF(-67), ZZIPP(-123)f A1BCD(-124) 
System Prereguisistes: 
Inskel Conmon Variables: 
Subroutines Called; 
Programs Galled: 
Files Called; 
Operation and Method; 
The FORTRAN tape on drive 2 is positioned at the start of the first file to be 
converted, the BCD tape is positioned at the start of the first file to be written* 
The number of charaoters to be stored in a BCD block is calculated, and if this 
number exceeds 4^2(12^  characters a message 'BLOCK SIZE TOO LARGE' is output on the 
printer and the progrsa exits. 
FORTRAN blocks are read off the tape, one block at a time, converted to BCD 
stored one after another into a BCD block until the number of FORTRAN blocks stored 
is equal to the blocking factor. If the number of characters in the FORTRAN block 
is less than I46, the unused words at the end of the block are Ignored and the blocks 
are packed together within the BCD block. If there is an odd number of characters in 
a FORTRAN block, then the right-hand half of the last word in the block is left blank. 
The BCD block is then written to the tape on drive 1. 
N.I.O. 2^7 Pg. 2 
This la repeated, until a conplete file has been oonverted. A tape nark is then 
written to the BCD tape and the following message is output on the 144J printer. 
FOBTEAN FILE X COPIED TO BCD FILE S 
The process is then repeated for the next file until the total number of files 
(as indicated on the header card) have been oonverted. If the file nuabers on the 
oards are not In numerioal order, the following nessage is output on the 1443 printer. 
FQBTRAN FIIE NUMBERS NOT IN ORDER 
the tapes are rewound and the progran exits. 
IKhen all the files have been oonverted the following nessage is output on the 
printer. 
FORTRAN TAfE TO BCD TA2E CONVERSION FINISHED 
the tapes are rewound and the prograa exits. 
If an unoorreotable tape error occurs or a wrong block length specified, an appropriate 
message is output, the tapes are rewound and the prograa exits. If an error is 
detected and corrected, a message is output on the 144J printer and the program 
continues« 
ISgut 
The fortran tape to be oonverted must always be on nagnetio tape drive 2, with odd 
parity and 800 bpi density (standard 1800 form). 
Cards required:-
/%dJOB 
//%*PR0G^C2 NO./bAME/TITIE 
//XKEQ FORBD 
*ccmD 
followed by one header card of the format 
Card column 
BBBB CCC 88SS NNNM 
and then any number of cards of the fomat: 
Card oolurm 2^ or 
3000C YTYY XXZX 
N.I.O. 247 Pg. 3 
#here: is the node of the BCD tape, 
Mg = 0 for odd parity, 1 for even 
Si 4 for 800 bpi density 
3 for 200 bpi density 
6 for 55^ bpi density 
= 0 for tape drive 1 
All values except for the node are right justified deoLoal integers. 
BBBB is the blocking factor of the BCD tape, i.e. the nuaber of fortran blocks 
in one BCD block. 
GCC is the nunber of characters in one fortran block with a naxinun nunber of 
146 characters. 
BBBB*CCC is the nudber of characters in 1 BCD block, this nunber nust not exceed 
4000 characters words). 
SSSS is the nunber of the starting file on the BCD tape. All subsequent files 
are numbered consecutively. 
NNMH is the total nuaber of files to be converted fron the Fortran tape. 
XXXX is the nunber of the next file to be converted. 
YYYY is the nunber of the last consecutive file to be converted. If YYTY is 
absent, then file XXXX is copied and the next input card is read, this card 
nay contain XXXX and YYTY or just XXXX. Any nuaber of files (up to 9999) 
nay be copied fron one tape. 
e.g. If files 1 to 5, 7, 9 &&& 1j0 &re to be converted, then after the header 
card, 10 
first card contains 1 5 
2nd M " 7 
3rd " " 9 10 
Output 
The required files are oonverted to BCD and written to the tape on drive 1, starting 
at the file nunber indicated by S838 on the header card. lEhe file nunbers are 
N.I.O. 247 Pg. 4 
printed, out on the 1443 printer^ after each one has been converted, in the fom: 
FOETEAN FILE X COPIED TO BCD FILE S 
FOETEAN FILj:: Y COPIED TO BCD FILE S+1 eto. 
Notes 
If an error is found after a call to MAG-OP the appropriate error nessage is 
accompanied, by the neaaage ERROR AT MAGOP CALL XX, where XX=1 when error 
occurred while reading fortran tape. V/here XX=2 while writing to BCD tape. 
XX=3 while writing tape nark to BCD tape. XX=4 while rewinding BCD tape, and 
XX=5 while rewinding fortran tape. 
NATIONAL lESTIIUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PROCESSING GEOUP 
LABQRAroaY'PRO&RAH DESCEIFTIOM 
N.I.O. PROGEAM 248 
Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Progran Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating Systea: 
Language: 
Prograomeiybat e: 
Progran Passed. By: 
Description: 
System Pteregulsites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
BCD Tape To Fortran Tape Carvorsion 
U 
BDFOE 
1 
Non-Process 
&T 13 y 
Fortran IV 
M.Olliff 
M.Fashaa 
To convert a tape in BCD to forcatted Fortran. 
glAGOP, NEXTF, ZZIPP, BCDA1 
Operation and Method: The BCD tape on drive 1 is positioned at the start of 
the first file to be converted , the Fortran tape is positioned at the start of 
the first file to be v/ritten. The nunber of characters to be stored in a Fortran 
blicck is calculated, and if this number exceeds 14-6 the nessage 'FORTRAN RECORD 
SIZE TOO L/iRGE' is output on the 144^ printer and the progz-am exits. BCD bloclcs 
are read from tape one at a time. The block is divided into tlie correct 8iz@a 
blocks 6or writing to the Fortran tape, converted to Fortran and written to tape, 
one block at a tine, until the number of Fortran blocks written is equal to the 
blocking factor. If the number of characters to be put into one Fortran block is 
loss than I46, the unused words ai-e loft blank. The procoss is repeated until a 
complete file has been converted. A tape mark is written to the Fortran tape and 
the message 'BCD FILE X COPDJD TO FORI-Rj'J!: FILE 8' is output on the 1443 printer, 
/ill the files are converted in the same way, until the total number of files 
(as indicated Qn the header card) have beon conve^rted. If the filo nujiibers on 
the cards are not in numoric order, the following message is output on the 144i5 
printer 'BCD FILE NUIiBERS NOT IN o6)ER' the tapes are rewound and the program 
exits. .Yhen all the files have been converted, the following message is output 
on the 1443 printer 'BCD T/JE TO FORTR/iN T/iPE CO]}rVi:iaiSlQ[i FmiSIIED' , the tapes 
are rewound and the progran exits. If an uncorrectable tape error occurs or a 
wrong block length specified, the appropriate message is output, the tapes are 
rewound and the program exits. If an error is detected and corrected, a message 
is output on the 1443 printer and the program continues. 
Inputs: 
magnetic tape drive 1 
The BCD tape to be converted oust always be on 
Cards required:-
//lifJOB 
//4f*P.No/)fy2IE/PITLi: 
/WEQXBDFOR 
-CCEND 
n.i.u. Miuu-itAM 2 
followed, by one head.er card, of the fonnat:-
Gard Colunn 10 20 30 4O 50 
BBBB CCCC 888S m m f 
and. then any number of oards of the fomat:-
Card Column 10 20 or 10 
xxxx 
where 
is the mod.e of the BCD tape 
Mg = jZf fop odd. parity, 1 for even 
M, = 4. for 8)2^  bpi d.en3ity 
5 for 200 bpi density 
6 for 556 bpi d-enaity 
H = 0 for tape drive 1 
4-
All values except for the node are itght justified. d.eciaal integers. 
BBBB is the blocking factor of the BCD tape i.e. the number of Fortran blocks 
in one BCD blook$ 
CCCC is the number of characters in one BCD block, maximum number is 
characters« 
CCCC/BBBB is the number of chajracters in one Fortran block, this value must 
not exceed I46 characters. 
8SS8 is the number of the starting file on the Fortran tape, all subsequent 
files are numbered consecutively. 
NNIIM is the total number of files to be converted to Fortran from BCD. 
XXXX is the number of the next file to be converted. 
X X X X 
1 t ^1 1 is the number of the last consecutive file to be converted, if 
X X X X 
1 1 1 1 is absent, then file XXXX is converted and the next input card is road, 
this card may contain XXXX and or just XXXX. /Jiy number of files 
(up to 9999) may be copied from one ^ape. 
Output: The required files are converted to Fortran in odd parity, 
8 ^ bpi density and written to tape on drive 2, starting at the file number 
indicated by SSS8 on the header card. A list of converted file numbers is 
printed out on the 144j printer'BCD FIIJ^  X COPIID TO FOEFEAN FILE 8' . 
Notes: If an error is found after a call to ll/i&OP, the approprltte, 
error message is accompanied by the message ']i3(E.0R AT E/'iGOP CjilUj XX' 
where XX = 1 when error occurred while reading BCD tape. 
XX = 2 while writing to Fortran tape. 
XX = ^ while writing tape mark to Fortran tape. 
XX = 4 while rewinding Fortran tape. 
XX = 5 while reifinding BCD tape. 
Execution Time: (2+F)+(^^fNOF) minutes 
where F = number of starting file. 
NOR = number of records to bo converted. 
NOF = number of files to be converted. 
NATIOmiL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGIbiPHY 
DATA FR0G38SIN& GROUP 
IiABOmiTOEY mOGE/J^ DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. Pi\3gran 276 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Cls,ssification Letter: 
Progran Nane: 
Version Nuaber: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating System: 
language: 
Progranmeiydate: 
Progran Passed. By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Ccannon Variables: 
Subroutines Called.: 
Prograns Called.: 
Files Called.: 
OBJHJ to ITS conversion 
U 
OBPTS 
20 
Nonprocess 
MPX or MPXPT 
1800 Fortran IV 
W. Strudwick 16.5.72 
E. Page 
To convert papeitapes in 0BJH7 format to EPS fozmat 
PAETN, TPT/iP 
Operation and. Method.: 
The program is invoked, by the commands:-
//KXEOXOBPTS^XXFX 
The papertape to be converted is plaoed in the reader on the first character of 
the first record (a delete character) and each record is read, converted and output 
to the punch. The progran teminates when data switch zero is put on. 
NAIICMAL INSTITUTE OP OCEANOGILifHY 
DATA EROCESSmG GROUP 
LABOEiYTOEY PROG.Ilz:iM DE8CEIRDI0N 
N.I.O, Program 279 
Program Title: 
(For Lib, List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
language: 
Programmei}/ date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Comnon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: . 
Programs Called: 
Files Galled: 
Operation and Method: 
The program reads in a FTTC/8 ooded paper tape^ two characters at a time, converts 
them to ASCII code and punches them out, until the whole tape has been converted. 
The job should then be aborted. It converts all characters except upper and lower 
case characters, which are punched out as ASCII deletes, as there are no cage 
characters in ASCII. 
FTTC/S to ASCII paper tape conversion 
U 
P/iDBA 
20 
Nonprocess program 
MPX 
1800 Assembler 
M. OUiff 11.5.72 
E. Page 
To convert ETTC/S paper tape to ASCII code 
TPTAK, PTASC 
// JOB 
16 
// XEQ PADPA 3% 
with the paper tape to be converted in the reader. 
INSTITUTE OF OCEMO&EAmY 
H10CE8SIN& GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. PROGRMi 280 
Program Title: 
(For Lib, List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Nane: 
Version Nunber: 
Type of Progroa: 
Operating Systea: 
Language: 
'/Date: rrogranner, 
Progran Passed. By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Gannon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Prograns Called: 
Files Called: 
FTS to OBJPN Conversion 
U 
PTSOB 
20 
Non-Process 
MPX/klFKPT 
1800 FORTRAI{ IV 
W. 8trudwiok/l6.5.72 
E. Page 
To convert papertapes in PTS fomat to OBJRT fomat 
None 
None 
PAPTN, TITAP 
None 
None 
Operation and Method: The progran is invoked by the connands:-
//yjOB 
//06[EQXH7SOB){yXFX 
The papertape to be converted is placed in the reader on the first character of 
the first record (a delete character) and each i-ecord is read, converted and 
output to the punch. The pi-ogran teminates when data sifitch zero is put on. 
N.I.O.SUBERpGRAK -89 ClAS&IFTC&riON n 
Variable length unpacking of bits in a word 
ER/lCK 
language I8OO Fortran IV 
daohine IBM 1800 
se To extract a group of bits from an integer word 
aad to make a new word from them 
Use To extract bits lA. to 13 inclusive from word I?/D 
and place the result in E:-
E = NPAGK(IMD,IA.,IB) 
For example, if IMD had the following bit pattern:-
8ooo4oo&ooooiio&5 
and the following was ezecutea:-
K = NPACK(IWD,4,7) 
Then afterwards IWD would be unchanged, and. E would 
have the bit pattern 
000000000000100&5 
(Bits ^ to 7 of I#D have been placed at the low order 
end of the word) 
ammer W. Strudwick 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANO&RAPHY 
DATA FE0CES8IN& GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -146 
Program Title; 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Progran None: 
Version Nunber: 
Type of Program: 
Operating Systaa: 
Language: 
Progrannery^dat e: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
Conversion of multiple precision integer to one word 
integer 
II 
ICONB 
1 
Subroutine Sub-progran 
Any 1800 Systen 
Fortran 
J. Crease 
For use with 8/k's lADD etc. when doing multiple 
precision integer arithaetic. 
System Prerequisistes: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
CALL IC0NB(L,LB,IMAX,IBA8E) 
LB is an array holding multiple preoision integer. It has dimension IMAX and the base 
of the multiple preoision arithmetic is IBASE. See Prog. Description of lADD (-12$) 
for description of the format of LB. 
L is an integer variable which after the call holds the value of LB in ordinary integer 
form. 
Note there are no checks on whether LB is too large to be held as a single integer 
variable. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OGBANOGEAPHY 
DATA PE.PGBS5INGJ3E0UP 
lABOEATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
NIO PROGRAM - 158 
Program Title: 
(For Lib.List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
language: 
Progr&mme%/date: 
Program Passed, By. 
Description: 
Free Format number conversion routine 
U 
NCONV 
Subroutine 
MPX/TSX 
1800 FORTRAN ITf 
Tony V088/3.II.71 
C. Spaokman 
To extract a number written in free format 
from a literal field packed in A1 format 
EB3PD, GET, NZONE 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called 
Files CaH&d: 
Operation and. Method: 
CALL NC0[)V(BLL(3:,NS;NL,L0UT,VAL,K0]:B) 
On oall ULiGE is name of literal array 
NS is starting point 
NL is finishing point in ariay 
LOUT is output LUN for messages 
on return VAL is the value obtained 
KOBE is a return code giving the delimiter found. If negative no 
number was obtained, because an operator was found before a numeral 
as follows 
-5 
-4 
-3 
- 2 
- 1 
/ 
* 
when used as 
operator rather than sign 
end of record, & 
Otherwise a value was obtained, being terminated as given by follovjing value 
of 
blank or comma 
1 RETURIi or NEWLINE 
NIO EROG-EAM - 158 PAGE 2 
2 - not following E 
4 / 
NS points to the delimiter^ ezoept -,hen KOBE = — 1 when NS = 
Error Me; 
On finding an illegal character i.e. not a numeral, decimal point, 
E or delimiter KCOITV outputs the message 
IHEGAl 'Z' 
where X is the character found 
On finding an illegal format, NCONY outputs 
ILIEGAI, FOmiAI CODE = n 
where n has the following meaning 
1 Pre-exponent contains more than one decimal point 
2 E exponent contains decimal point 
^ more than one E 
In all cases wheare an error message is printed.^  VA.L is set to and 
ES to the next delimiter, zero if NS would be > KL 
NATIWAI, mSTirUTE OF OCEiWO&RAHiy 
DATA mOCESSmG G-EOUP 
L/LBOEAIOEY PROGRAM DESCBIFTIOM 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -16:3 
Progran Title: 
(For Libo List) 
Classification letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Tyiie of Program: 
Operating System: 
Lfirguage: 
Frcgrammei/'date: 
Program Passed By: 
Desoritoion: 
Free Format Expression Conversion 
U 
FGQN7 
20 
Subprogram 
MPX/TSZ 
1800 Fortran IV 
T. Voss / 3.11.71 
E. 
To evaluate an expression in a literal field, packed 
in A1 format comprising a number of free format number: 
connected by the five fort ran operators 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
PiTOgrams Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
GfJJj FCOrrv(lMAGE,NS,m,,LOUT,VAL,BODE) 
On call. IMAGE is name of literal array 
NS is starting point in array 
NL is ending point in array 
LOUT is output IHN for messages 
NCQNV, SKIPD and indirectly GET, NZOKE 
On return VAL 
KQDE 
N8 
is value obtained 
is a return code with the following meaning 
no number found before NL, RETURN, KEW LINE Si 
0 expression terminated by blank or oomma 
> ^  terminated by0 , return, or new line 
points to position after delimiter, except when 
ProGTLia Pg. 2 
when N8=^. 
Nature of Expressions 
Numbers may:be oonneoted by operators in any reasonable combination. The expression 
will be evaluated left to ri^ht. 
Inocmplete expression will be evaluated where possible 
a) If an expression starts with *,/, or ** a 1 will be assumed missing. 
b) If aji expression finishes with an operator, blanks or ocmmas will be ignored 
and the expression connected logically to any other data on the record. If no 
other data exists on this record, a fresh start will be made on the next record. 
The exception is that if an E exponent is incomplete It will be ignored. 
e ,ga 
*«544 Value 
3*7+ 4*2 azf 
23B4-4 19 
2 3 ^ 23 and -4 
Er^ irir Messages 
On finding an illegal combination of operators i.e. */, FCONV outputs the message 
ILIiEG-Al OEEMTOR COMBINAiriaN "»/* etc, 
aiid returns in VAl the value obtained prior to the illegal oombination 
IzE&Al COlIBmATIOIfS ILIEGAl COMBmV^IQMS 
V 
A y"** 
/ * + * **y 
V 
"/ 
+ # * 
416 words 
NAIimAI, mSTITDTE OF OCEMOGRAFHY 
DATA PR0CE38IN& GROUP 
MBOEAIOEY FRO&RAM DESCEIFTION 
N.I.O. mO&RAM -187 
Progran Titlet 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Pz-ograo Naae: 
Version Number: 
Type of Prograo: 
Operating Systen: 
Language: 
Prograr.iner/date: 
Progran Passed. By: 
Description; 
System Prerequisites; 
Inskel Connon Variables: 
Subroutines Called; 
Pix)graaa Called.: 
Piles Called: 
Operation and Method.: 
or 
Haxinun or Mininun Integer Value 
U 
MAx/km 
20 
Function Subroutine 
Assenbler 
T.Voa8/29.2.72 
E. Page 
Detemines naziaim or nininun value fron a list of 
integer variables or constants. 
Uses MACRO 'ESTM' at assembly i.e* nust have library 
UTMAC available. 
M = MA]C(N,L1,L2,L:), 
M = MIN(N,L1,L2^L3, 
# * # # # , 
.) 
M is set to the mazinuci or aininun of N argunents L1, L2, L5 etc. N nust be':^ 2 
and has virtually no upper lioit. It nust be constant. 
Size 51 vrords 
Nj^ICMAI, INSTITUTE 0? OCEMOGBAFHY 
DJ\TA mOCESSIN& GROUP 
lABOEATOEY EROG-Ezm DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. Progran -199 
Progran Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Progran Nana: 
Version Number: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating Systens 
Language: 
Progranneiydate: 
Progran Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Comon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
a 
Prograns Called: 
To convert a real number to characters in a specific 
fomat 
U 
CCMF 
Subroutine 
MPX 
Fortran IV 
M. Olllff 18.5.72 
R. Wells 
PUT, NZCME 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine oonverts a real number into A1 fomat. 
To Use CALL CONF(Z,Y,ICHAR) 
where X is a real variable containing the no. to be converted 
Y is a real vairiable containing the fomat specification 
ICHAR is an integer array into which the characters are placed. 
for ezaaple 
If X = 12.65 and y = 6.3, X is converted to EBCDIC characters, and adjusted to 
have three decimal places and siz charactors altogether (i.e. the value in Y is 
treated as the numerical value in the format statement Type F99®9) 
The resulting characters are placed in ICHAR as 12.650, character (left justified: 
per word. 
ICHAR should be defined in the calling program to be large enough to accomodate 
the characters, majdmum size is 20 worda. 
NVn^ IQN-M, INSTITUTE 0? OCZANOG-EAFHY 
DATA PROCESSING- GROUP 
lABOEATOEY EROG-EAM DESCRIPTION 
No 1,0. Pro gran -201 
Program Title; 
(For Lib. List) 
To convert a real number into EBCDIC chars. in E forraai 
U 
CONE 
20 
Subroutine 
ME% 
Fortran IV 
M. OUiff 18.5.72 
E. Wella 
LOADF, FBTD, I8LA 
Classification Letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmeiydat e: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description; 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Itcgrams Galled: 
Piles Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine oonverts a real number into a specified 'E* type fomat. 
To Use CALL CCME(z,Y,ICII/Jl) 
where X is a real variable to be ocmvorted 
Y is a real variable indicating the fomat specification and 
ICHA31 is an integer array into which the chars, are placed. 
for e.g. 
If X = 12,65 and Y = 10,3 then the resulting characters in EBCDIC would be ten in 
number with three decimal glaces. 
So ICHAR would contain +1 .265E+01; one char, per word, left justified. 
ICHAR should be defined in the calling program to be large enough to accomodate the 
characters, mazimmi size is I6 words. 
The value in X will be rounded to the no. of decimal places indicated by Y« 
N.1.0.Subprogram -/9 Classification U 
Title Pause if data switch 0 is on 
Kane Subroutine DASWO 
Machine IBM 1800 
Type of Program Nonprocess subroutine 
Fortran IV 
Purpose General, but it is recommended to use the subroutine 
before reading or punching paper tape. This enables tape 
to be placed in the reader a reccwd at a time, or the 
punch to be reloaded before it 
Programmer J. Sherwood 
Restii^qtion Non-process programs only. 
DATA PROCESSING- GROUP 
lABQEATOEY PROGEAM DB8CRIPTI0II 
N.I.O. P&OG-IUUj -159 
Progiam Title: Change Plotter Pen 
(For M b . List) 
Classification Letter: U 
Program Name: ][P5N 
Version Number: 1 
Type of program.: Subroutine 
Opemting System: IviPS/lSX 
Language: 1800 POETEM IV 
Programmei/date: T.Voss 
Program Passed by: C.Spackman 
De8cri;.)%iuii: To instruct operator to change plotter pen. 
System Prerequisites: V1 not suitable under tIPZ 1L27 spooling 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: BAISE 
Programs Called: None 
Files Called: i\one 
Operation and hethod: CALL IPLiN (S,E) 
where S gives tho ne\; pen 
groater than 0 Ink pen - size in m.m. 
equal to 0 Ball pen 
less than 0 Fibre pen 
and K is tho rquirod colour as follows 
1 m D 
2 GiniiEIi 
j BLUE 
4 BLA.ai{ 
5 BEOm 
6 PUEPLB: 
The routine types instructions to the operator (main program must have 
'''I0C8(TYPE1,%ITEE.)),raises the pen and ivaits. After start is pressed tho 
pen is again raised before tho routine returns. 
If the pen requested is tho same as in the last call^ the call is ignored. 
NAIIQNAl INSTITUTE OF OCEANOG-RAFHY 
DATA PROCESSING. GROUP 
LABORATORY PROG-IL'^  DESCRIPTION 
Fast Intra-Core Copy 
U 
COFU/COPYD 
20 
Subprogran 
M.P.X./T.S.X. 
11^/1800 Assenbler 
T.Voss j.11.71 
C. Spaoknan 
Provides a nethod of novijig data in oore, word for 
word 
N.I.O. PROG-RAId -162 
Prograa Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Claasification Letter: 
Progran Nane: 
Version Nimber: 
Type of Progran: 
Operating Systen: 
Language: 
Prograonei/dat e: 
Progran Passed By: 
Description: 
Systen Prerequisites: 
Inskel Comnon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Prograns Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
To copy NW words fron IF to IT 
(i) inorenenting upwards 
CALL C0PU(lT,IF,Ni7) 
(ii) incrementing doiimwards 
CALL COPTD(rr,IF,m) 
Uses are best illustrated in examples: 
(a) It is required to copy the array into the array K(1^) 
CA1,L C0PYD(K,J,1#) 
The conpiler passes the address of the high core end of K and J. It is therefoi-e 
necessary to copy downwards, 
(b) It is required to copy the array A(^) into the array B(5^) 
Consideration of tlie core layout shows that passing A or B as a paroneterwould not 
reference the high-core end of the array but the "high-core end - 2". 
e 
# # # # # # # # 
y / " » / 7 - ~ j ~ y ~ z 
A(4) A(^) A(2) 
/ / / 
A(1) 
NIO -162 Pg. 2 
It is therefore necessary to pass the low oore ond address: 
GAIL COPYU (B(50),A(50),150) 
The values (150 worda with extended precision) will be copied without recourse to 
the extended precision subroutines as required by statenents 8uc& as 
B(N) = A(N) 
(c) Array shifting; Consider the array j(l0jZl) which contains 8^ values. It is required 
to insert an extra value after the 40th one 
GALL COPYD(J(81),J(80),39) 
J(41) =]M%7 
(d) A program starts 
DmENSim A(9Z^),J(1#),B(3Z^) 
It is required to temporarily save A into J and B. 
GALL COPYU(j(lf0),A(50),150) 
(e) Inagine the subroutine 
CALL 8UB(PAaM,NTYEE) 
In which PAEM naybe either integer or real and is to be used to return a value* 
NTYEE is 0 if it is integer and 1 if it is real. 
The calls would be 
GAIL 8UB(J,0) 
or 
GAIL SUB(F,1) 
This could be managed in the subroutine thus: 
A=AM8 
IF(NTYFE-l)20,30,%0 
GALL COPYn(PARM,IFIX(A),l) 
GO TO 40 
30 FARM = A 
40 RETUm 
Checks: Call ignored i f n o t positive 
Size: 44 worda. 
Appendix to Progran -162 
When COPyU is used in such a way as to propogate an area upwards in core, particular 
caution should be applied. More explicity, care should be ta^^M if 
and 
CA&L COPYU 
The direction of copy (upwarda) specifies the direction of propogation &f the TOADR 
and FEADR addresses. (The actual transfers are always started at the high-core end 
e.g. consider the case: ^ C3 
10hll! 12113 14 15 16 17 18 19120 
a CALL COPYU(FOADR, FBADE,T') would cause the value 16 to be noved first and 10 last, 
to give 
10 11 12 13 14|lo|^l!l2ll3ll4lf5lh6 
I ( i I 
N.I.O. Program 15^ 
Title 
Name 
Machine 
Tape copying utility program 
TGUP (V2) 
I.B.H. 1800 
Assembler 
Operating System T.S.X. 
To read, compare and punch paper tape 
Any program or data on 8-hole paper tape, with the restriction 
of two deletes being /7F7F 
Paper tape copy of the innut data 
1 9 
// b JOB X 
// b (Job No./kam^^^i^le) 
/ / b %BQ b TCUP FX 
A drive 0 disk is used with a drive 1 containing sufficient wcrtin^ storage to 
store the tape. 
escnn-cion 
When the program is executed, a general message appears on the typewriter giving 
the data switch options available. 
This is the only message that appears during execution except for a 'tape misread' 
and 'tape successfully read' message. A tape may be read, reread to check that no 
errors occurred in the initial reading, and any number of copies punched out. The 
punched tape may be read to check for any punching errors, A new tape may be read 
and the procedure continued. If a tape is successfully compared a message is 
printed after start has been pressed to punch the tape. 
The following data switches are used:-
Data Switch 15 
Used to read in the paper tape. Also to read in a new paper tape. 
Put 15 on at beginning of reading the tape, and off when the last character has 
been read. The data read is stored on disk. 
Data Switch 14 
Used for iKWkaa&ng & t&pe, t8- UHJurO tbat tho-f&rct #Qa6&nj -ifas 
completed without error (i.e. errors due to the tape reader). If the tape is 
successfully reread a message is printed after start is pressed for the next 
operation. However if an error is found the message '[ZAPS3 DO NOT COMPA&E' is 
printed, and the tape may be reread from the beginning again. 
Data Switch 12 
Use this in conjunction with one of the above. 12 off - the program 
will stop on deletes. 12 on - the program will stop on a^y character other than 
deletes. 
By putting 12 on and off at the appropriate time, with 15 or 14 on, the whole of 
the tape can be read in, or reread quickly, ^hen a pause occurs, press start with 
the appropriate switches on. 
Data Switch 13 
Used to punch the tape. As many copies as necessary may be punched. 
— 2 — 
L^ hen the tape is punched, it may be read, to check against the original data on 
disk, to see no errors have occurred. Foe this use data switch I4. 
The program may be recycled after punching to read in a new tape. 
Data Switch 11 
If a tape has benn road in and reread, and you do not wish to punch 
a copy, but you do ifish to either reread the tape again (eg. oompore copies of 
the same tape) or read a new tape in (eg. using the progoram only to compare sets 
of tapes) then at the end of the reread, put Data Sv/itch 11 on, end all others off, 
and press start. A successfully compared message is printed and the system pauses. 
Ulioiiput 11 off, and reset the appi-opriate switches ie. 15 or 14, and continue. 
Method The tape is read, two characters at a time. When 64^ characters are 
read, a sector is written to working storage using DEIT3. 
\fhen the tape is reread, it is checkod a sector at a time, and if 
wrong, stops at the end of the sector in error with a message. 
/ny number of copies may be punched out, after the initial read, or 
reread. 
Restrictions The program is restricted to the number of sectors of working storage 
available characters = 5ft. 4izi' of paper tape = 1 sector). 
Execution Time Approximately sectors in ^ seconds. 
Programmer E.Howarth. 
National Institute of Oceaongraphy 
Data 
aoora-corv j/roeram jjes 
Edit paper tapes conversationally 
f L, i^! LL*^) 
29' 
Nor-4 D'rjcoia 
ViA/i-l'Xrj:' 
Foi j.ran IV 
Wc 6tnicT7ick / 5*8.72 
To ropyf skip and. alter recoiilH on an input tape to 
produce an output tape 
PAECN, TYEBIT, PAFPE, HOLEB, PLEAD, PLAGG, PAPEB 
B.I.O. Program 17.5 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. 
Classifioatri'a: X'Ct ':9r: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmeiydat e: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: The user has the following options:-
1) To copy records from the input tape to the output tape, type:-
Cn , where n is a single digit number specifying the number of records to be 
copied. 
2) To skip records on the input tape, type:-
Sn , where n is a single digit number specifying the number of records to be 
skipped. 
3) To produce a leader tape, type:-
LE 
4) To produce a lagger, type:-
U. 
5) To add a record to the output tape, type:— 
followed by the record. 
6) To exit, type:-
E 
Notes:-
(i) If C or S is specified the last record read is output toihe typewriter. 
(ii) An option which does not conform to the above mentioned is ignored. 
N.I.O. PEOGE^M 
Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Typo of Program: 
Oporating Systom: 
Programmog/Dato: 
Program Passod By: 
Description: 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGEAPHY 
DATA PE0C&88IR& GROUP 
lABOEATORY PEOGkaM DESCRIPTION 
229 
list BCD tapos 
U 
LIMP 
20 
Mainline 
T.8.X. 
Fortran 
Stru&wick 
E. Page 
To list on the lineprinter, files from oagnetic tape 
which have been written in BCD. 
System Proreguisites: 
Inakel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs C&llcd: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
Data card as folloBs:-
1. Card column 1 tape unit number on which tape to bo 
listed is mounted 
= 0 for first unit 
= 1 for second unit 
Card column 3-5 tape density, i^ hioh can be 556, 800 or 
200 bpi. 
Card column 7 tape parity. 
= % for Even 
- 0 for Odd 
Card column ^—12 block length in characters. 
3. 
1|- e 
Card column 1-6 first file to be listed, 
9-13 last file to be listed, 
(both are integer right justified). 
More of type 2 if required. 
Blank card. 
Output: File listing on lineprinter. 
Use: ,//#JOB 
//#]\EQdLIMP 
*CC&ND 
Data carda 
W.I.O. PROG&.n 229 PAGE 2 
Eaeoution Time: Approximately (4+^ )'+(— )) Bias, 
Where F = first file No. 
ICH^E = Mo. of charaotorq/block 
NQPIL = No, of files to be listed. 
N.I.O. PROGaAH 2)0 CLASSIFICATION U 
Title 
Name 
jar 
Machine 
Operating System 
• ••P L»J-» > M I »T-Hll4l ,11 4llr « !•• •• P -«»u* 
IntMt 
Output 
Use 
Execution Time 
List FORTRAN formatted magnetic tapes 
TALIS 
1800 Assembler 
IBM 1800 
T.S.Z. 
To list on the lineprinter files fromimagnetic tape which 
have been written using the formatted write statement in 
1800 FORTRAN ly 
Data Cards as follows 
1) Cord column 1: tape unit number on which tape to be 
listed is mounted 
jd for the firjt unit 
1 for second unit 
2) Card Column 1 - 6 First file to be listed 
9 - 1 3 LaSt file to be listed 
(both are integer right justified) 
3) More of typo 2 if required 
4) Blank card 
File listing on lineprinter 
The program is stored on disk 22 
To use : 
//bJOB 
//b*PROJZCT N0./MAM2/TITL3 
//tXEQbTALlS 
*CCEND 
Data cards (See under Input) 
Approximately (2+F+( NOFIL) ) mina 
where F = first file No. 
NOREC = average No. of records in files to be listed 
NOFIL = No. of files to be listed 
W. Strudivick 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 235 CLASSIFICM?IQN U 
Title To compara tmo program card, decks 
Name FCOMP 
1800 Fortran IV 
Purpose To aompare two decks of program cards and verify that they are 
the same. 
Subroutines Called DSI8H, ESL8H 
Job Description //bJOB 
//bZEQbFCCm' 
*PILE8 (i,,l) 
*CCEND 
PRO&EMI DECK 1 
19 
X 
PROGRAM DECK 2 
Input Programs inserted after *CGEND, and each card deck is terminated 
by = = in Card Column 1 and Card Column 2 card. 
This is self explanitory as to the differences in the program 
card deck. 
Method All oontrol cards, blanks and comment cards are ignored and 
only program cards are compared. The first card deck is read 
and any card which does not compare with its corresponding 
card in the second deck, results in a lineprinter output of the 
two decks. 
Execution Time To compare two card decks of one thousand cards each the time 
required is eleven minutes. 
ProRrammei P. Lindsay. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PROCESSING GROUP 
lABOEATQRY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 
Title: 
(For Liba List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
To find size of a BCDimagnetio tape block. 
U 
EKSIZ 
gd 
Non-Process 
M.P.%. 
Assembler 
Programmer/bate: D.^rown M.Olliff 10.1.72 
Program Passed By: C.Spackman 
Description: 
System Prerequisi !% i: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: MAGT, CABDN, PRNTK 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: The program reads in a data card giving fiAGT parameter and 
block size in word,^ , A block is read from mag. tape^ the correct block size is 
obtained from the I/O list after the call to MAGT. The data is printed out in 
hexadecimal foim. If the block size given on the data card is too large, only the 
number of words in the correct block size is printed out. If the block size is too 
small the number of ^ ords in this block size is printed out. 
If data Snitch j6 is on the tape is backspaced. 
If data Switch 15 is on the tape is moved forward. 
If data Switch 1^ is on the program exits. 
The correct blocksize is printed at the start of the printout of each block of data. 
N.I.O. FROG-HAM PAGE 2 
Inputs: 
Outputs: 
// JOB 
ao1i6 
// ]E,Q EICSIZ 
followed, by the data card: 
0019 
Z 
0C1 3 
where ZDCX is alv/aya for read frcm mag. tape 
X = 1 for even parity, for odd parity. 
X = for three bytes/word, 8OO b.p.i. 
1 " 
2 " 
4 " 
5 " 
two 
200 b.p.i, 
556 b.p.i, 
800 b.p.i, 
200 b.p.i. 
555 b.p.i. 
for l8t. liiagnetio tape unit. 
1 for 2nd. magnetic tape luiit. 
TYYYYY = blocksize in words (decimal) 
Data from magnetic tape to lineprinter in 
hezadepimal foim* 
iL\2ia.''D..:;or oc..':,i.ou-R,)i"rr 
1> nwnrun— II' III I III)- m iiiiiii unm - - t I'l—r — ? - - 11 • - - - • ~ - - - - - - — 
m?A mOC.^jBG- G-llOUP 
LU30y?0RY PR0G3L:: DlJC3Jr.7%' 
NIO PEOGEAIi 2 ^ 
Program Title; 
(for Lib«List) 
Classification Letter; 
Progzam Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Opei%ting System: 
language: 
Programme i/ date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Commoii Variable; 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
File% called: 
Operation and Method: 
Dump Progiam From Mag. Tape to Cards and Line Printer 
U 
CDUHP 
1 
Non-Process 
TS%/SPA8M 
1800 Assembler 
A, Thomboroqgh July 1971 
Eileen Page 
Progiam operates under SPASM (see DPG/iyig) to dum.p a 
progi^ am stored on mag. tape to cards + lineprinter 
Cold Start to SPAS&I 
To execute the progism: 
//JOB 
//XEQ CDU7TP 
ocio 
»SPA8tI Z 
::'CCBND 
Blank cards 
cc73 
PEOGfJAM: 
Where PROGNAfiE is the name of the program (stored on magnetic tape) to be dumped. 
The SPASM Executive locates the program PR.OGMAME on the magnetic tape and s'lTitches 
the main input device of the 1800 from the card read/punch to the magnetic tape. 
Hence the program is in fact reading from magnetic tape even though it is coded 
as for the card/punch. For further documentation on this facility please read 
section 8.2. 
The program reads each'card' from magnetic tape^ punches it onto a oard and prints it . 
on 144^ printer. Tests are then made for the statement END in columns 7 — 9 ( for a. 
Fortran Program) or columns 27-29 (For an Assembler Program). 
\.hen this statement is found the program exits, 
NATIQNAl INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGEAFHY 
DATA mOCES2IN& G-EOUP 
LABOE/ZCOEY EROG-RAM DESCEIPTIQN 
N.I.O. EROG-RAM 26^ 
Program Title: 
(For lib. List) 
Correot a binaiy card 
U 
BEEAD 
20 
Nonprooeas 
MFZ or MEXFT 
1800 Fortran IV 
W. Strudwiok/'26.4.'l^ 
E. Wells 
To correot a binary card, via the keyboard 
Classification Letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Programmeiy^date: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: CAEDN 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The program is invoked by the commands 
/%k(^ OB 
/%kf][EQXBBEADXl#% 
the program then reads one binary card. 
The message :-
COLUm 
is then typed and the user may enter via tlie keyboard the column number in the card 
he wishes to change. This is entered as a two digit integer^ right justified. 
The typewriter then responds with the message:- 254-656789 The user then types 
in under each character in turn either a 1 for a punch or a zero for a no-punch. 
Therefore to punch holes in columns X, 2 and 9 type:-
The program loops round asking for column numbers and rows to be punched until a 
column number of zero is typed in. 
The program then punches the new card. 
NATimAl INSTrPUTB 0? OCEANOGmmY 
DATA niOC^SIH& ^OUP 
lABORArOEY mOGEAfJ ^ S a O F T i m 
-160 N.I.O. PROGRAM _ 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter; 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
language; 
Programmei/Dat e: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called; 
Progiams Called: 
Files Called: 
Search for Literal Characters 
U 
SKIPD 
Subroutine 
M.P.X./T.S.Z. 
18^0 Fortran IV 
T.Voss j.11.71 
C.Spaclaaan 
Search For Any One Given List Of Literals 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
(deration and Method: 
GALL SKIPD(]MA&E,NS,NL;LIST,L,NP,NTYPE,NZ) 
On call: IMAGE is the A1 liteisl field. 
N8 is starting point of search) IMAGE 
NL is the last point of search) 
LIST is list of literals in search (A1) 
L is length of LIST 
On exit: NP points to position in IMAGE for which match was obtained, 
NTYPB points to character in LIST 'nhich matches IMA^(NP). 
NX =NP+1 except that if no match »vas obtained NP=KL+1 and NX=^, 
NX and NP may have the same location. 
Inputs: None 
Outputs: 
Size: 106 words 
NAIimAL INSTmJT^OF 0CgANpG2AFHY 
DATA EROd'ESSniD GROUP 
LABOIL'^ TOaY FROG-RAfi DESCEIEDIGiI 
DINAMIC .IliLOGArim OF TIMIiIRS 
U 
liOTIM 
V20 
Function Subprogran 
IPX (not V1 or 2) Real Time Systems Only 
1800 Assembler 
T. Vdss / ^.12.71 
E. Page 
Dynamic allocation of MBC software timers for 
occasional use 
N.I.O. PEOGEm ^64. 
r-rogram Title: 
(For I,ib. List) 
Classification letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating Systen: 
Language: 
Programneiy^dat e: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The use of timers under MPX is greatly simplified, compared with TSX, Since a 
larger number of programs will be using timers it is not practical to keep a timer 
reserved for all users. Occasional users of timers may obtain an allocation by 
calling J=LOTni(NDUM) where NDTIM is a dummy argument (so that the compiler recognizes 
a function subprogram) which is not changed. J will be set to the number of a timer 
which is free. The timer will be reserved until it is used, although if it is not 
used within a given time the reservation lapses. 
ITmR, DELAY, MASK, UNMIC 
-164. Pg. 2 
Example of Use 
It is required, to raise an interrupt on le-val 4 bit 8 afi?er 5 seconds. 
CAJjL DELAY(4,8,]L0Tni(n)mT),5) 
iRrro:' Mes.sa^e 
Should no tij^ er be available the nessage 
ICflM NO IM FREE ILAA 
is printed^ where HTAME is the load nane 
LIiAA is the level and area of the call 
A restart or reload is then perfomed. 
Before loading this progran the systeas analyst/progranmer responsible for the system 
should set the following constants in iLOTIH 
ETIM The lowest nunber tiner that noy be allocated 
(timers;) this value should always be used via LOT]!!) 
liSVI, ^  The level and bit on which an interrupt is to given if the timer is not 
BIT ) used Tfithin 8ECS seconds. LEVL and BIT nust be valid for the systea 
SjiCS ) but need not be associated with a progran. 
NArimAl IN8TITUT2 OF OCEANGEAPHY 
DATA PROCBSSIN& GROUP 
MBOBAIORY PaOGRAM DESCEIPTIQN 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -1%. 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Program Name: 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating System: 
Language: 
Prograrnmer/Dat e: 
Program Passed By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Common Variables; 
Smbroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Find a record for a given time in a dynamic data file 
U 
Furnr 
20 
Subroutine 
Fortran IV 
Jo Sherwood/^an 1972 
C. Spackman 
ITMUi'I, Fortran Integer Subroutines, IFREC 
File is called by symbolic file number provided by 
calling program 
Operation and Method: 
CALL FmDT(lFIL,IDAY,IMI]n,HRM,C1 ,NREC2) 
where IFIL is the number in the Define Pile Card 
IDAY day 
IMINT time (1/10 minutes) 
MRiilCI returned number of highest record with time below that requested 
NREC2 returned number of lowest record with time above that requested 
If a time ia found identical to requested tine NRBKI nzid H11EG2 are set equal to that time, 
If the time is not on the fij.e* NRFX31 = NRBC2 = 0 
The file must have a standard header 
Method: KREC1 and NEEC2 are initially set to the Start and End records of the file. 
After checking that the required time lies on a record between these NREC is set to 
a record halfway between NESC1 and NKSC2. It is then determined whether the 
required time is before or after NRSC. If it is before^ NREC2, is set to NRSC, if 
after MRSC1, is set to MREC. The process is repeated until NREG1 and NREC2 differ only 
by 1. 
Records with negative day numbers are ignored. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE GP OCEANOGRAPHY 
DATA PROCESSING GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.I.O. PROGRAM -198 
Program Title: 
(for Lib. List) 
Teat if DAY1, TIME1 ia before DAY2, TDIE2 
Function Subroutine 
Ts%ykpx 
Fortran IV 
D. Brown 
E. Page 
Claaaifioation Letter? U 
Program Name: ITMLK 
Version Number: 
Type of Program: 
Operating Syatem: 
Language: 
Programmei/'date: 
Program Paaaed. By: 
Deaoription: 
Syatem Prerequiaitea: 
Inakel Comnoh Variablea: 
Subroutines Called: 
Programs Called: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The Function ITMm(lDAY1,ITIM1,IDAY2,ITIM2) 
returns ITMBI = -1 IF imY2, ITIM2 ia before IDAY1, ITDM 
0 M N M " M 
II It " 
IDAY1j IDAY2 are day numbera 
ITIM1^ ITIM2 are times (1/I0th minute) 
after 
EAIIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANO&RAEKY 
D&TA PROCESSING GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
N.1,0. P^ogran -202 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Loa&jPAC 
U 
LOADF 
20 
Subroutine 
M.P.X. 
1800 Assembler 
M. Olliff 18.5,72 
R. Wells 
Classification Letter: 
Progran Nana: 
Version Nunber: 
Type of Prograa: 
Operating Systea: 
Langua&e: 
Programnei/dat e: 
Program Passed. By: 
Description: 
System Prerequisites: 
Inskel Coomon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: SLD 
Programs Called.: 
Files Called: 
Operation and Method: 
The subroutine executes a LIBF to the IBM subroutine ELD to load a real nunber into 
the floating point acouniilator^ FAC. The use of this subroutine enables real 
numbers to be loaded into Fj'iC from a fortran program. (Useful when using IBM 
Subroutine FBTD, FLBPE). 
To use, 
CALL LaADF(][) 
where X is a real variable containing the nunber to be loaded. 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 268 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP OCEANOi^RAPHY 
DATA FROGESSmS GROUP 
LABORATORY PROGRAM DESCRIFTEON 
Plot Ship's Data Files 
U 
GRAPH 
2jZf 
Non-prooesa 
MPX 
1800 Fortran IV 
if. 8ti^dwiol(/27.6,72 
C. Spaoknon 
To plot clata from any of the ship's data files with 
calibration if required. 
Program Title: 
(For Lib. List) 
Classification Letter: 
Progran Nane: 
Version Nimber: 
Type of Prograa: 
Operating Systen: 
Language: 
Progranneiybate: 
Progren Passed By: 
Description: 
Systen Prerequisites: 
Inskel Connon Variables: 
Subroutines Called: DFT, DFTCH 
Prograns Called: GPLOT 
Files Called: User Option 
Operation and Method: The progran is stored on the DISTRESS disk and is Invoked by 
the following cardsi-
co1 14 19 24 
//^OB X Z X 
//)('ZEQXGRAPH)(#%1 
Followed by the following paraneter cards:-
(i) 
CO 
1-2 Nunber of graphs to be plotted, (naxinun of 20). 
4-5 Tine increment, in ninutes, of data to be plotted. 
7-9 First day to be plotted. 
11-14 Start tine for first day, (fom HH?#). 
15-18 Last day to be plotted. 
20-2i) Stop tine for last day (fom HHMM). 
25-26 Nunber of inches along X-axis to represent one day. 
28-29 Tine interval of tick narks alon^ j X-axis (ninutes). 
31-32 Nunber of data files to be used. 
(.Ml the above values are integers, right justified). 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 268 Page 2 
(ii) 
CO 
1-5 
7-11 Names of the flies in which the data to be plotted is (oust be ia chronological 
I order), each nane left justified in its field. 
55-59 
(Maalnun of ten files) 
(ill) 
1-6 Mininun value of variable. 
8-15 Maxinun value of variable, (a value which lies outside this will be set to 
the mini nun value). 
15-^6 Total Y-axis length of graph, in inches. 
18-25 Distance between tick narks, measured in the units of the variable. 
25-50 Distance between Y-axis annotating numbers, measured in the units of the variable, 
52-55 Distance from finish of graph to beginning of next graph, in tenths of inches. 
(Positive for over^plotting, negative for gap). 
(All the above are integers, right justified). 
55-52 X-axia title. 
54-71 Y-axis title. 
(iv) 
cc 
1-2 Wbr^ position in record of variable. 
Value obtained from disk nay be calibrated by either:-
a) 
cc 
4=1, if variable on disk is a digit value, otherwise blank or zerc^ 
6-15 Calibration a ) decimal point anywhere 
17-26 Calibration b) in field. 
(Calibration of ax+b performed). 
or 
b) If special S/R for calibration 
00 
2 8 = 1 , 2 , 5 , 4 , 5 or 6 
(There are six special subprograms on disk called 81 ,82,85,34,85 aJid 86 
8/'R'8 81 ,82 and 85 receive the value in the word position specified as an integer. 
8/k's 8 4 , 8 5 a:id 86 receive an integer array which contains all of the record which has 
been read from disk. 
All subprograms return one real answer. Cards that contain 4,5 or 6 in column 28 must 
have ^1 in columns 1 and 2). 
CO 
50= if computed values are to be printed, else zero. 
N.I.O. PROGRAM 268 Pa^e 3 
(v) Typo (iii)'8 and (iv)'3 repeated, for as nany graphs as are requested. 
Notes:-
Progran GPLOT does the actual plotting of the variable. 
Data is assuned to be on drive 2. 
The graphs proceed across the plotter left to right. The vai-iable obtained fi-on disk^ 
is calibrated and then plotted as a function of tine. Tho tine incroDcnt othor than that 
of the actual tine increment on disk nay be specified. Thus one nay have for example 
a selective look at half-hourly intervals. Spurious day nunbers and tines nay cause 
errors. 
The special subprograns are written by the user for his own application where the staiid-
crl calibration foirmla is inapplicable. 
The fomat for S/R'a S1 , S2 and 83 are as fallows 
cd 19 24 
/ W O B X X 
//X^POBXSn 
-:'IjIST ALL 
*;acTmDia) PRSCISION 
FUI^CTION 8n(l{) 
calculations on variable K 
EETUm 
M D 
//%FOE)if&F]jOTXZPLOT 
19 21 
1 G-PLOT 
''STOEECI 1 GPIOT^GPLOT 
*ccmD 
(Note new version of &PLOT with users own S/E Sn, where n is 1 ,2 or replaces 
previous version ). 
The DISTILLS source file disk is required on drive 2 and the DISTRESS progran disk on 
drive 1. 
For S/k's 4, 5 ajid 6 the first statenents should be 
SUBROUTINE 8n(lDATA) 
INT2GSR IDATA(64) 
If the new progran is to be stored under a different nane all references to GPLOT 
should be replaced with the required nane. 
^4 
